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THIS BOOK DOES FOR RETAILING WHAT GOLDRATT'S INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER, “THE GOAL” DID FOR MANUFACTURING.A breakthrough solution is
exposed when some unexpected events force Caroline and Paul, a married couple
working for their family's retail business, to make a few small changes in the way things
are done. A solution that propels the family's regional chain of stores into a very
profitable, rapidly growing, international enterprise. If there is a hint of Jonah, from THE
GOAL, reappearing in this novel, it is Henry, the soon-to-retire president and majority
owner of the company who logically states that, “if you do not deal directly with the core
problem, don't expect significant improvement.” Eli Goldratt's Theory of Constraints is
woven throughout this book but answers are not handed to you. The reader, along with
the characters in the book, work through the process together to discover solutions.The
elegant but simple solutions give the reader that sensation that followers love about
Goldratt: “Ah-ha! Now I get it!” And that's when Goldratt says: “Isn't It Obvious?”
After reading the newspapers and following the sharp oscillations of the stock market, it
becomes apparent that hi-tech companies are of a different breed. Never before have
the chances of making a fortune been so realistic and never before have large
companies been so fragile. What is really going on inside these hi-tech companies?
What types of pressures and challenges are they facing? And how do they cope?
Computer software providers, especially the ones that specialise in handling the data
needs of organizations, are prime examples of these volatile companies. In the nineties
we witnessed their growth from small businesses into multi-billion dollar giants. No
wonder investors were attracted. In 1998 it was easy for such companies to raise as
much money as they wanted. But now, investment funds have dried up. Why? And
more importantly, is there a way to reverse the trend? This book gives the answers.
What is this Thing Called Theory of Constraints and how Should it be Implemented?
Alex Rogo is a harried plant manager working ever more desperately to try and improve
performance. His factory is rapidly heading for disaster. So is his marriage. He has
ninety days to save his plant - or it will be closed by corporate HQ, with hundreds of job
losses. It takes a chance meeting with a colleague from student days - Jonah - to help
him break out of conventional ways of thinking to see what needs to be done.
Described by Fortune as a 'guru to industry' and by Businessweek as a 'genius',
Eliyahu M. Goldratt was an internationally recognized leader in the development of new
business management concepts and systems. This 20th anniversary edition includes a
series of detailed case study interviews by David Whitford, Editor at Large, Fortune
Small Business, which explore how organizations around the world have been
transformed by Eli Goldratt's ideas. The story of Alex's fight to save his plant contains a
serious message for all managers in industry and explains the ideas which underline
the Theory of Constraints (TOC) developed by Eli Goldratt. Written in a fast-paced
thriller style, The Goal is the gripping novel which is transforming management thinking
throughout the Western world. It is a book to recommend to your friends in industry even to your bosses - but not to your competitors!
“There is no doubt that this is a truly original and groundbreaking work in applying the
Theory of Constraints. I run a services company and learned some things about the
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services business. Anyone involved in large services companies needs to look at what
John is proposing. I will definitely quote this material frequently.” Chad Smith,
Managing Partner, Constraints Management Group “The information presented in this
book is badly needed by service providers who struggle to balance supply and demand
with their resources.” Carol A. Ptak, CFPIM, CIRM “The techniques that John brings to
light in this book are the bridge from the vision of Dr. Goldratt’s work to the successful
implementation in a range of services firms.” From the Foreword by Erik Bush, Vice
President, IBM Global Services Discover the powerful Theory of Constraints (TOC),
and use it to drive continuous performance improvement in any services organization
Identify the hidden constraints that are limiting your organization, and manage or
eliminate them Use TOC to improve the way you manage resources, projects,
processes, finance, marketing, and sales Determine whether your organization faces
an internal or external constraint, manage that constraint accordingly, and anticipate
where the next constraint will arise Release latent capacity shrouded by common
business practices Simplify processes that have grown unmanageably complex
Optimize your enterprise as a whole rather than suboptimizing individual business units
Get buy-in to fundamental changes in strategy, tactics, and operations Managing
services is extremely challenging, and traditional “industrial” management techniques
are no longer adequate. In Reaching the Goal, Dr. John Arthur Ricketts presents a
breakthrough management approach that embraces what makes services different:
their diversity, complexity, and unique distribution methods. Ricketts draws on Eli
Goldratt’s Theory of Constraints (TOC), one of this generation’s most successful
management methodologies...thoroughly adapting it to the needs of today’s
professional, scientific, and technical services businesses. He reveals how to identify
the surprising constraints that limit your organization’s performance, execute more
effectively within those constraints, and then loosen or even eliminate them. This
book’s relentlessly practical techniques reflect several years of advanced IBM research
and consulting with enterprise clients. Step-by-step, Ricketts shows how to apply them
throughout your most crucial business functions...from project management to finance,
process improvement to sales and marketing. Whatever your role in improving service
delivery, processes, or profitability, this book gives you the tools to reach your
goals...and go beyond them Identify, manage, and overcome your key constraints Five
steps to uncovering and addressing the real obstacles to improved performance
Optimize core business functions, one step at a time Improve the way you manage
resources, projects, processes, finance, and marketing Implement TOC rapidly and
effectively Get buy-in, deploy infrastructure, and provide the right IT support?
There are, today, many good books on the Theory of Constraints, or "TOC". These
books, however, generally focus on explaining the details of TOC. But subject matter
knowledge alone is not enough, if you want to actually use TOC in business. You must
also have a valid roadmap for implementing it. This book provides it. Throughout the
book, you have the concrete and actionable voice of a successful TOC consultant
leading you to understand how to implement TOC in a manufacturing organization. The
book also provides examples of various charts, forms and procedures that you can use
as patterns for the materials you will need in your implementations.
"This book highlights the most influential organizational theories and their applications
in inter-organizational information systems, providing theories that have been
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consistently tested and proven to be valid over time"--

H. William Dettmer goes beyond the theory of constraints introduced by Eliyahu
M. Goldratt in his best-selling books The Goal and It's Not Luck by describing the
action steps that follow the theory. Loaded with application examples, these
unique problem-solving tools will teach you how to analyze and arrive at a variety
of solutions. Much of the content focuses on the author's understanding and
interpretation of Goldratt's logical thinking processes. it clarifies the five focusing
steps and teaches the mechanics of all the thinking tools.
The book begins with an overview of the constraint-based perspective on
systems and organizations, commonly referred to as the theory of constraints or
synchronous management. The first section will guide you through the
fundamental principles and processes that are the backbone of the thinking
process application tools. The second section contains the step-by-step
guidelines for each of the five thinking process application tools. These tools
utilize sufficient cause thinking and necessary condition thinking. Third section
introduces two ways that two or more of the thinking process application tools are
combined, providing robust processes for the understanding and communicating
problems and solutions. This book can be used as a field guide to learning the
five thinking process application tools as needed, based on their own particular
issues. You will have a full understanding of the theory and practical application
of these powerful processes, including when and when not to use each tool. The
total benefit is not just to apply the thinking process, but to develop intuition and
have the ability to combine logic and intuition in the same thinking process.
"Based on the business novel, The Goal: A process of ongoing improvement by
Eliyahu M. Goldratt and Jeff Cox."
It is with great pleasure that we welcome you to the inaugural World Congress on
Engineering Asset Management (WCEAM) being held at the Conrad Jupiters
Hotel on the Gold Coast from July 11 to 14, 2006. More than 170 authors from 28
countries have contributed over 160 papers to be presented over the first three
days of the conference. Day four will be host to a series of workshops devoted to
the practice of various aspects of Engineering Asset Management. WCEAM is a
new annual global forum on the various multidisciplinary aspects of Engineering
Asset Management. It deals with the presentation and publication of outputs of
research and development activities as well as the application of knowledge in
the practical aspects of: strategic asset management risk management in asset
management design and life-cycle integrity of physical assets asset performance
and level of service models financial analysis methods for physical assets
reliability modelling and prognostics information systems and knowledge
management asset data management, warehousing and mining condition
monitoring and intelligent maintenance intelligent sensors and devices
regulations and standards in asset management human dimensions in integrated
asset management education and training in asset management and
performance management in asset management. We have attracted academics,
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practitioners and scientists from around the world to share their knowledge in this
important emerging transdiscipline that impacts on almost every aspect of daily
life.
While Eliyahu M. Goldratt's Theory of Constraints (TOC) is a proven success in
the manufacturing world this business novel shows you how TOC can
successfully be applied to healthcare and service industries.
Manufacturing and operations management paradigms are evolving toward more
open and resilient spaces where innovation is driven not only by ever-changing
customer needs but also by agile and fast-reacting networked structures.
Flexibility, adaptability and responsiveness are properties that the next
generation of systems must have in order to successfully support such new
emerging trends. Customers are being attracted to be involved in Co-innovation
Networks, as - proved responsiveness and agility is expected from industry
ecosystems. Renewed production systems needs to be modeled, engineered
and deployed in order to achieve cost-effective solutions. BASYS conferences
have been developed and organized as a forum in which to share visions and
research findings for innovative sustainable and knowledge-based productsservices and manufacturing models. Thus, the focus of BASYS is to discuss how
human actors, emergent technologies and even organizations are integrated in
order to redefine the way in which the val- creation process must be conceived
and realized. BASYS 2010, which was held in Valencia, Spain, proposed new
approaches in automation where synergies between people, systems and
organizations need to be fully exploited in order to create high added-value
products and services. This book contains the selection of the papers which were
accepted for presentation at the BASYS 2010 conference, covering consolidated
and emerging topics of the conference scope.
This book is written in the attempt to deal with two major questions: what are the
thinking processes that enable people to invent simple solutions to seemingly
complicated situations? and, the question of how to use the psychological
aspects to assist rather impair, the implementation of those solutions in a mode
of an ongoing process.
Production and manufacturing management since the 1980s has absorbed in rapid
succession several new production management concepts: manufacturing strategy,
focused factory, just-in-time manufacturing, concurrent engineering, total quality
management, supply chain management, flexible manufacturing systems, lean
production, mass customization, and more. With the increasing globalization of
manufacturing, the field will continue to expand. This encyclopedia's audience includes
anyone concerned with manufacturing techniques, methods, and manufacturing
decisions.
An incredible ability awaits managers who practice Theory of Constraints (TOC)
techniques: they can take a problem, look beyond the less important details, and
directly identify the source of trouble. They've been known to promptly resolve
perplexing matters - while the uninformed remain stuck. So many more managers could
gain the benefit of TOC thinking... if they only took the time. Eli Schragenheim now
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offers an informative and enjoyable self-learning method, proving how TOC can be
invaluable at a wide variety of workplaces. Management Dilemmas: The Theory of
Constraints Approach to Problem Identification and Solutions conveys TOC methods
through "virtual experience"-stories of managers and the situations they need to
resolve. Take note of the dilemmas they're facing. Think about how you would respond
under those circumstances. Then, compare your reactions with Schragenheim's TOCinfluenced analysis. Associated with Dr. Eli Goldratt (the founder of TOC) for seven
years, Schragenheim doesn't tell how the stories end. Instead, he encourages the
reader to try out TOC techniques-especially the need to arrive at the most precise
answer by raising the right questions. The conclusions you reach today could greatly
help your on-the-job thinking tomorrow!
Aiming to change the paradigms of traditional management strategies, this work
attempts to create an improved platform within the total quality management umbrella
for supporting the profit motive by offering hands-on instructions for applying the theory
of constraints in the manufacturing system. The book provides updated information in
each area discussed.
This fast-paced business novel does for project management what The Goal and It's
Not Luck have done for production and marketing. Goldratt?s novels have traditionally
slain sacred cows and delivered new ways of looking at processes which seem like
common sense once you read them. Critical Chain is no exception. In perhaps Eli?s
most readable book yet, two of the established principles of project management, the
engineering estimate and project milestones, are found wanting and dismissed, and
other established principles are up for scrutiny - as Goldratt once more applies his
Theory of Constraints. The approach is radical, yet clear, understandable and logical.
New techniques are introduced, and Project Buffers, Feeding Buffers, Limit
Multitasking, Improved Communications and Correct Measurements make them work.
Goldratt even handles the complicated statistics of dispersed variability versus
accumulated variability so deftly you won?t even be aware of learning about them they?ll just seem like more common sense! Critical Chain is critical reading for anyone
who deals with projects. If you use block diagrams, drawings or charts to keep track of
your activities, you are managing a project - and this book is for you.
This book covers a variety of topics in manufacturing, with a special emphasis on
product design, production planning, and implementation of both resources and
production processes. The content is based on papers presented at the 6th
International Scientific Technical Conference MANUFACTURING 2019, held in Poznan,
Poland on May 19-22, 2019. The main focus is on showing best practices to use tools
currently available in the enterprises to effectively improving industrial processes.
Knowledge and production flow management, decision-making systems, production
leveling, enterprise efficiency, as well as maintenance, modeling and simulation of
production processes are just some of the topics discussed in this book, which offers a
timely and practice-oriented reference guide for applied researchers, product engineers
and product managers.
The Race is an unusual book. Its messages can be grasped simply by looking through
the graphics. It can be understood better by reading the accompanying text. It is even
more deeply grasped and useful when manufacturing people at all levels discuss its
implications and application to their own environment. The Race enables you to derive
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a superior system - Drum-Buffer-Rope - for generating continual logistical
improvements. It also illustrates how to focus on the process improvements that will
have the greatest impact on your competitive edge. The epilogue and appendix quizzes
will give the thoughtful reader insight in how to initiate and then extend a process of
ongoing improvement into other areas like marketing and financial control.
The Theory of Constraints (TOC) - as developed by Dr. Eliyahu Goldratt - has seen a
rapid expansion since the publication of his book, The Goal. As with most fast growing
areas, you can quickly feel out of touch with new developments. The World of the
Theory of Constraints provides a summary of recently published research on TOC. The
authors explored databases, and sought out papers and books drawing on as wide a
range as possible. Aside from the works by Dr. Goldratt himself, the authors focus on
items published since 1990, highlighting the most recent developments in TOC. The
scope of the material covers works containing specific reference to TOC, including
Synchronous Manufacturing and Constraint Management. The book is organized into
three sections. The first section contains an analysis and interpretation of the results of
the search. The second provides abstracts on all the material. The third supplies
author, keyword, and subject indexes along with a list of books, journals, websites, and
publishers. Extensively researched and referenced, The World of the Theory of
Constraints furnishes comprehensive material on TOC. The multi-search approach has
made this arguably the most exhaustive bibliography on this subject available. If you
are researching TOC, this is the best place to start. If you use or teach TOC, you will
want this resource. Features

Businessmen and managers, consultancy clients, readers of the Goldratt novels,
and workshop attendees often ask: What is this Theory of Constraints? How can
it benefit me? How is it different from other management theories? Is there
something I can read to quickly understand its fundamentals? This book is an
answer to these questions. Using engaging language and offering many real-life
examples, it provides an overview of the methods and tools of the Theory of
Constraints: Drum-Buffer-Rope, Buffer Management, Throughput Accounting,
Pull Distribution, Irresistible Offer, Corporate Strategy, and Viable Vision. You will
learn how to recognize and use constraints, how to complete projects quickly and
reliably, and how to gain a competitive lead and to turn it into profit.
The definitive guide to the theory of constraints In this authoritative volume, the
world's top Theory of Constraints (TOC) experts reveal how to implement the
ground-breaking management and improvement methodology developed by Dr.
Eliyahu M. Goldratt. Theory of Constraints Handbook offers an in-depth
examination of this revolutionary concept of bringing about global organization
performance improvement by focusing on a few leverage points of the system.
Clear explanations supplemented by examples and case studies define how the
theory works, why it works, what issues are resolved, and what benefits accrue,
and demonstrate how TOC can be applied to different industries and situations.
Theory of Constraints Handbook covers: Critical Chain Project Management for
realizing major improvements in delivering projects on time, to specification, and
within budget Drum-Buffer-Rope (DBR), Buffer Management, and distribution for
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maximizing throughput and minimizing flow time Performance measures for
applying Throughput Accounting to improve organizational performance Strategy,
marketing, and sales techniques designed to increase sales closing rates and
Throughput Thinking Processes for simple and complex environments TOC
methods to ensure that services actions support escalating demand for services
while retaining financial viability Integrating the TOC Thinking Processes, the
Strategy and Tactic Tree, TOC measurements, the Five Focusing Steps of TOC,
and Six Sigma as a system of tools for sustainable improvement
Developed by TOCICO, the Theory of Constraints International Certification
Organization, and edited by a group of the top global TOC academics, this is the
only resource to provide a list and definition of all terms unique to the Theory of
Constraints. The TOCICO Dictionary, Second Edition helps Theory of Constraints
(TOC) professionals worldwide understand and adhere to industry-standard
terminology. This second edition is more than double the size of the previous
edition and has been peer reviewed by top TOC experts from around the world.
This dictionary presents terms that are foundational to the TOC body of
knowledge and that establish a common language across these millions of
practitioners. The only resource to provide a list and definition of all terms unique
to TOC Organized and edited by the top academics in the area of TOC Helps you
to understand key TOC topics and use the proper terminology when describing
them Enhances communication between TOC professionals worldwide
New technologies are revolutionising the way manufacturing and supply chain
management are implemented. These changes are delivering manufacturing
firms the competitive advantage of a highly flexible and responsive supply chain
and manufacturing system to ensure that they meet the high expectations of their
customers, who, in today's economy, demand absolutely the best service, price,
delivery time and product quality. To make e-manufacturing and supply chain
technologies effective, integration is needed between various, often disparate
systems. To understand why this is such an issue, one needs to understand what
the different systems or system components do, their objectives, their specific
focus areas and how they interact with other systems. It is also required to
understand how these systems evolved to their current state, as the concepts
used during the early development of systems and technology tend to remain in
place throughout the life-cycle of the systems/technology. This book explores
various standards, concepts and techniques used over the years to model
systems and hierarchies in order to understand where they fit into the
organization and supply chain. It looks at the specific system components and
the ways in which they can be designed and graphically depicted for easy
understanding by both information technology (IT) and non-IT personnel. Without
a good implementation philosophy, very few systems add any real benefit to an
organization, and for this reason the ways in which systems are implemented and
installation projects managed are also explored and recommendations are made
as to possible methods that have proven successful in the past. The human
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factor and how that impacts on system success are also addressed, as is the
motivation for system investment and subsequent benefit measurement
processes. Finally, the vendor/user supply/demand within the e-manufacturing
domain is explored and a method is put forward that enables the reduction of
vendor bias during the vendor selection process. The objective of this book is to
provide the reader with a good understanding regarding the four critical factors
(business/physical processes, systems supporting the processes, company
personnel and company/personal performance measures) that influence the
success of any e-manufacturing implementation, and the synchronization
required between these factors. · Discover how to implement the flexible and
responsive supply chain and manufacturing execution systems required for
competitive and customer-focused manufacturing · Build a working knowledge of
the latest plant automation, manufacturing execution systems (MES) and supply
chain management (SCM) design techniques · Gain a fuller understanding of the
four critical factors (business and physical processes, systems supporting the
processes, company personnel, performance measurement) that influence the
success of any e-manufacturing implementation, and how to evaluate and
optimize all four factors
The Choice, revised edition, by Eliyahu M. Goldratt and Efrat Goldratt-Ashlag
Goldratt presents his thought provoking approach, this time through a
conversation with his daughter Efrat, as he explains to her his fundamental
system of beliefs. The revised edition includes Efrat's own notes and maps
(charts) she made during her conversations with her father, helping the reader
determine the true essence of the book. From the original publication: TOC has
been successfully applied in almost every area of human endeavor, from industry
to healthcare to education. And while Eli Goldratt is indeed a scientist, an
educator and a business leader, he is first and foremost a philosopher; some say
a genius. He is a thinker who provokes others to do the same. Often
characterized as unconventional, and always stimulating a slayer of sacred cows
Dr. Goldratt exhorts his readers to examine and reassess their lives and business
practices by cultivating a different perspective and a clear new vision.
Presents the first in-depth evaluation of the theory of constraints (TOC) based on
investigations at 21 US and European companies. In addition it provides a new
development in the theory of constraints called the thinking process, which is no
less than an attempt to bring systematic logic to bear on fundamental problems.
Integrated Enterprise Excellence (IEE) introduces a new organizational
governance system that integrates analytics with innovation. The IEE system
shows business leaders what to measure and report; when and how to report it;
how to interpret and use the results to establish goals; how to orchestrate work
activities; and how to develop strategies that are consistent with established
goals. These strategies ultimately lead to specific projects that enhance
organizational focus and success. This volume discusses problems encountered
with traditional scorecard, business management, and enterprise improvement
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systems; describes how IEE helps organizations overcome these issues by
utilizing an enterprise process define-measure-analyze-improve-control (EDMAIC) system; and details the execution of this system.
Millions of readers remember The Goal, the landmark business novel that sets forth by way of
story the essential principles of Eliyahu Goldratt's innovative methods of production. Now, from
the AGI-Goldratt Institute and Jeff Cox, the same creative writer who co-authored The Goal,
comes VELOCITY, the book that reveals how to achieve outstanding bottom-line results by
integrating the world's three most powerful continuous improvement disciplines: Lean, Six
Sigma, and Goldratt's Theory of Constraints. Used by the United States Navy and United
States Marine Corps to dramatically improve some of the most complex, logistically vast supply
chains in the world, the VELOCITY APPROACH draws on the strengths of all three disciplines
to deliver breakthrough performance gains. In physics, speed with direction is velocity; in
business, the application of VELOCITY means your organization can achieve operational
speed with strategic direction to outmaneuver competitors, gain loyalty with customers, and
rapidly build sustainable earnings growth -- in as little as one or two business quarters. Dee
Jacob and Suzan Bergland, two princi-pals of AGI, have been teaching the concepts,
techniques, and tools of VELOCITY to major corporations, including Procter & Gamble, ITT,
and Northrop Grumman, for years. Now they unlock the door for you to see how to apply their
insights and methods to your organization -- be it business, not-for-profit, manufacturing, or
service based -- in order to shorten lead times, slash inventories, reduce production variability,
and increase sales. Writer Jeff Cox returns with the vivid, realistic style that made The Goal so
readable yet so edifying. Thrust into the presidency of the subsidiary company where she has
managed sales and marketing, Amy Cieolara is mandated by her corporate superiors to
implement Lean Six Sigma (LSS) in order to appease a key customer. Assigned to help her is
LSS Master Black Belt Wayne Reese, installed as her operations manager. But as time goes
on and corporate pressure mounts, Amy finds she has to start thinking for herself -- and
learning from everyone around her -- and she arrives at the series of steps that form the core
of the VELOCITY APPROACH. VELOCITY offers keen insight into the human and
organizational factors that so often derail growth while teaching you proven, practical
techniques for restarting and revving up the internal engines of your company to reach new
levels of success. Colorful characters, believable situations, and everything from dice games to
AGI's "reality tree" techniques make this business novel a vital resource for everyone seeking
to deliver business improvement in these challenging economic times -- and far into the future.
An information systems trailblazer in the domains of decision support and factory and supply
chain synchronization, the second edition of Re-Engineering the Manufacturing System stays
true to its title, once again bestowing uniquely straightforward instructions for designing,
installing, and operating manufacturing information systems. This updated and expanded
source takes care to clarify the often blurred concepts of synchronization and optimization and
offers implementation advice from four discrete angles to yield better bottom-line results. It
shows how to exploit an information system, rolling ERP system implementation into the TOC
framework to promote profit materialization.
Introducing an important new expression of management science called the Theory of
Constraints (TOC), this book helps busy executives and professionals quickly learn and
implement TOC principles. Introduction to the Theory of Constraints (TOC) Management
System organizes several proven TOC principles, processes, and solutions into a TOC
management system that has been successfully applied to everything from manufacturing
industries to health care. The Theory of Constraints is based on the scientific method that has
been developed and refined for nearly three decades by Dr. Eli Goldratt. The TOC
management system offers management techniques that are sound, practical, and can be
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applied to nearly every company, project, or personal endeavor imaginable. It has created
fundamentally new ways of managing, and has dramatically improved the ability of hundreds of
thousands of individuals to make smart decisions on a daily basis. If you've read Eli Goldratt's
bestselling books and wondered how to put his ideas to work, Introduction to the Theory of
Constraints (TOC) Management System tells what TOC is, where it came from, who uses it,
and how to get started with it.
There has been a shift of policy at board level. Cash is needed and Alex Rogo’s companies
are to be put on the block. Alex faces a cruel dilemma. If he successfully completes the
turnaround of his companies they can be sold for the maximum return: if he fails they will be
closed down. Either way Alex and his team will be out of work. It looks like lose-lose, both for
Alex and for his team. And as if he doesn’t have enough to deal with, his two children have
become teenagers. As Alex grapples with problems at work and at home, we begin to
understand the full scope of Eli Goldratt’s powerful techniques. It’s Not Luck reveals more of
the Thinking Process-techniques that consistently produce win-win solutions to seemingly
impossible problems.
Theory of constraints is a methodology that is used by the people to identify the constraints
that are standing as a hindrance in the process of accomplishing the organizations goals
besides improvising the constraint to ensure that it does not stand as an obstacle. To be
precise, the limitation has to be shaped in such a way that it no longer would be a constraint.
Basically, in the manufacturing industry, constraint is referred by the name called bottleneck.
As per the theory of constraint (TOC), each and every process that is being carried out has a
constraint. It is crucial for the organizations in their respective industry to assimilate the
constraints to facilitate the whole process. Without improving the constraints, it is not possible
for the organizations to improve the entire process. This is better explained with an example. If
someone has handed you a match box and asked you to count. Then, to start the count you
would remove the match sticks from the box and after counting you would arrange them back
in the box properly. So, the constraint in this is how soon the match box is handed over to you.
Did the time have an impact on your counting speed? Would you have counted the
matchsticks in the box more quickly, if the match box was handed over to you a little bit
before? Basically, this is how the constraint will help to boost the process. However, in this ebook we will discuss about the theory of constraints in detail. However, by reading this
informative e-book, you will have a thorough understanding on the below concepts of theory of
constraints.
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